
THE AEOLIAN ISLANDS

aboard MY Lutetia



The archipelago takes its

name from the god of

the winds: Aeolus. These

stunning seven islands

are located in the north-

eastern area of Sicily, in

the Tyrrhenian Sea.

You will encounter

hidden bays,  crystal

clear waters, unique and

local flavors and,

breathtaking sunsets. All

this accompanied with

exquisite local wines, the

scents of the culinary

specialties, experiencing

memorable emotions.

This is the Aeolian

archipelago, made up of

seven “sisters” islands.
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In no other place you'll be able to sea such vivid and varied

colors as on the Amalfi Coastline, elegant destination of

prestigious visitors. Its charm originates not only from the

places but also from the history which has left grandiose

artistic evidence: churches, villas and monasteries here are

among the most beautiful.
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The ancient Romans

considered Vulcano as

the chimney of Fire

God’s workshop which

now has become one of

the most desirable

vacation spots, 10

nautical miles off the

coast of Milazzo. The

best way to reach this

southernmost island of

the Aeolian

conglomerate

is by hiring our MY

Lutetia! 

vulcano
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We are ferrying there almost every alternate day and our crew

is adept with every detail on the island of Vulcano. The

coastline of this volcanic island is rocky and steep-sloped;

therefore our catamarans can be very helpful. A swim at the

hot spring, Laghetto dei Fanghi or a brief walk to the great

crater, Cape Grillo, is mandatory when visiting Vulcano!
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Lipari has the busiest

port and the largest

town among all the

Aeolian Islands. The

pastel coloured seafront

offers a panoramic view

of the low lying macchia

which is a typical kind of

dense Mediterranean

shrubbery along with

wind-swept highlands,

steep cliffs and a

dreamy blue ocean.

Thanks to her main base

in Milazzo, Lutetia will

collect you in Lipari in

less than 1 hour cruising.

LIPARI
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The island has been under the reigns of all

principle Mediterranean powers over the course

of history - the Carthaginians, Romans, Greeks,

Arab, Normans, Aragonese - each leaving

behind traits of the culture and ethnicity.

Therefore, you can well understand that a sail

along the coast of Lipari will be almost

synonymous to trailing down the tracks of

Mediterranean history!
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A routine cone, more than

900 meters high, was

called the “Lighthouse of

the Mediterranean” in

ancient times.

Stromboli by night aboard

MY Lutetia the Aicon 75

Fly is a must in Sicily.

It’s truly, the single

volcano in the world with

a routine and constant

activity since at least 200

years past. Because the

view of the eruption is

spectacular the coming

on the island at night time

will excite you. 

stromboli
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The only anchorages and only populated hamlets are

Ficogrande and Ginostra as well as really there are not any

refuges in case of strong wind from any direction. A charter in

Stromboli aboard MY Lutetia is a unique experience.
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Panarea is exclusive,

tiny, and pricey, but

spectacular. It’s also the

very best island for

nightlife—the handful of

pubs and nightclubs here

are the principal

hangout for the rich and

amazing. Panarea – only

northeast of Salina – is a

polished gem of an

island. Anchor MY

Lutetia in Panarea and

drink your cocktail at

Raya Club, enjoying a

breathtaking sunset on

Stromboli. 

PANAREA
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It’s picture perfect, with white hamlets

garlanded in glowing bougainvillaea, narrow

lanes (there are no cars on the island, only golf

carts and electrical bikes), and among the

wager clubs in Italy. 
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